Sea Turtle From Origami

Shirako's original origami Sea Turtle

Step (3) and (11) are a little difficult to understand. However, if you follow the diagrams (photo) carefully, your Sea Turtle will open up final shape.

(1) Colored side up, fold the 3 corners to the center, 1 corner to the back. (2) Turn paper over, colored side hold in half. white side Mountain fold. (3) ~ (4) Make creases, swivel and fold paper flat. (5) Turn over.

(6) ~ (7) Two white triangles fold by pushing in. (8) Turn paper over. (9) Fold the top layer, back over itself side, and unfold. (10) Fold down corners to make creases, and unfold.

(11) ~ (12) Using creases made in step (10). Open and squash fold small colored side evently as shown. (13) Open top layer, pull the triangle. (14) ~ (15) Turn over. Fold sides to the center front and back.

(16) Make your creases firm. (17) ~ (18) Fold down top triangles. Forefeet are complete. (19) Turn paper over. (20) ~ (21) Fold side corners behind as shown, and work them into the right shape.